Toddler Lesson Plan
February 18 – March 1, 2019
Theme: Numbers and Counting

Social

Language

 Encourage gentle touch and nice
hands
 Practice sharing toys with our
friends
 Encourage “please and thank you”

 Practice counting 1 through 10
 Read stories about numbers
 Talk about the numbers 1
through 10 and practice taking
turns going 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

Goals: Practice using skills necessary
for interacting with others, learn
socially acceptable behaviors, as well
as behaviors expected in a group
setting, which includes gentle
touching, taking turns, and using our
manners.

Goals: Learn to count 1 through

Fine Motor
 Use playdough to make number
shapes
 Glue puffy balls on to different
number shapes
 Color numbers 1 through 5

Goals: To increase the use of fine
motor skills while learning about
numbers.

10, Practice our listening skills
while listening to stories, and
learning how to take turns while
going 1st, 2nd and 3rd.

Large Motor

Cognitive

Sensorial

 Decorate numbers
 Encourage good listening skills
 Use flash cards to show numbers  Encourage trying new foods
1 through 10
 Sensory bin exploration
 Glue objects onto cut-out
numbers

Goals: Learn numbers, practice
number recognition, and counting
to 10.

Goals: Practice using our sense of

Practical Life

Music/Art

hearing to listen to our teachers,
learn to like new foods, and
experience cool feeling textures in
the sensory bin.

 Have a Dance party
 Playing on the toddler mats
and crawling through the
tunnels
 Ride-on toys

 Practice washing our hands
 Practice blowing our noses
 Practice putting dishes away at
mealtime

 Try out different musical
instruments
 Make a band and march
around the room
 Listen to “The Ants Go
Marching One by One” song

Goals: To use large motor skills and

Goals: Learn important skills

Goals: To learn about different

move our muscles, making our bodies
grow stronger.

necessary for daily life and increase
independence.

musical instruments and the
sounds we can make with them.

